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Proposed running head: Mars water cycle from Mars Express/PFS-LW
Abstract

We present the seasonal and geographical variations of the Martian water vapor monitored from the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer Long Wavelength Channel aboard the Mars Express spacecraft. Our dataset covers one Martian year (end of Mars Year 26, Mars Year 27), but the seasonal coverage is far from complete. The seasonal and latitudinal behavior of the water vapor is globally consistent with previous datasets, Viking Orbiter Mars Atmospheric Water Detectors (MAWD) and Mars Global Surveyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer (MGS/TES), and with simultaneous results obtained from other Mars Express instruments, OMEGA and SPICAM. However, our absolute water columns are lower and higher by a factor of 1.5 than the values obtained by TES and SPICAM respectively. In particular, we retrieve a northern midsummer maximum of 60 pr-μm, lower than the 100-pr-μm observed by TES. The geographical distribution of water exhibits two local maxima at low latitudes, located over Tharsis and Arabia. Global Climate Model (GCM) simulations suggest that these local enhancements are controlled by atmospheric dynamics. During Northern spring, we observe a bulge of water vapor over the seasonal polar cap edge, consistent with the northward transport of water from the retreating seasonal cap to the permanent polar cap. In terms of vertical distribution, we find that the water volume mixing ratio over the large volcanos remains constant with the surface altitude within a factor of two. However, on the whole dataset we find that the water column, normalized to a fixed pressure, is anti-correlated with the surface pressure, indicating a vertical distribution intermediate between control by atmospheric saturation and confinement to a surface layer. This anti-correlation is not reproduced by GCM simulations of the water cycle, which do not include exchange between atmospheric and subsurface water. This situation suggests a possible role for regolith-atmosphere exchange in the Martian water cycle.
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1 Introduction

Along with the cycles of pressure and dust, the water cycle is a key element of the Martian climate, involving interactions between atmospheric reservoirs (water vapor, clouds) and surface reservoirs (polar caps, surface and perhaps subsurface frosts). Since its initial discovery from the ground at 0.82 $\mu$m (Spinrad et al., 1963), Martian water vapor has been the subject of numerous telescopic observations at visible (Rizk et al., 1991; Sprague et al., 1996, 2001, 2003, 2006), near-infrared (Barker et al., 1970, 1976; Novak et al., 2002), thermal infrared (Lellouch et al., 2000; Burgdorf et al., 2000; Encrenaz et al., 2005a), and millimeter/submillimeter wavelengths (Clancy et al., 1992, 1996; Encrenaz et al., 1991, 1995; Gurwell et al., 2000, 2005; Biver et al., 2005). In general, however, Earth-based observations have not been systematic enough to provide a global view of the seasonal cycle of water (i.e. the variation of water with latitude and season), and the climatology of Mars’ atmospheric water is primarily based on spacecraft-borne measurements. After some results in the polar regions by IRIS/Mariner 9 (Conrath et al., 1973; Ignatiev et al., 2002), the first spatially and temporally complete picture of the seasonal behavior of water was established from Viking/MAWD observations of $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ at 1.38 $\mu$m from June 1976 through April 1979 (Farmer et al., 1977; Jakosky and Farmer 1982; Jakosky 1985; Jakosky and Haberle 1992; Fedorova et al., 2004). The Viking/MAWD results, which evidenced, in particular, the Northern Polar Cap as the primary source of atmospheric water and a strong North-South asymmetry in the abundance of water, remained the prime observational reference until the operation of MGS/TES in 1999-2004 (Smith, 2002, 2004), although partial results on the geographical and vertical behavior of water were obtained in-between from Phobos in 1989 (Rosenqvist et al., 1992; Titov et al., 1994; Rodin et al., 1997; Titov, 2002) and Pathfinder in 1997 (Titov et al., 1999). The strengths of the MGS/TES water database include (i) its completeness over more than 2 Martian years (ii) its ability to provide simultaneous measurements of the thermal profile, dust loading, and water ice optical depth (iii) the insensitivity of the water vapor measurements to the amount of atmospheric dust. For
these reasons, the TES results on the water cycle have become the usual standard on which modern Martian water climatology is based. The TES annual cycle of water vapor presents a maximum in column abundance at high latitudes during midsummer in both hemispheres, reaching a maximum of \( \sim 100 \) pr-\( \mu \)m in the north, and \( \sim 50 \) pr-\( \mu \)m in the south. Low water abundances are observed during fall and winter at middle and high latitudes of both hemispheres. TES observations and General Climate Models (Montmessin et al., 2004) indicate that water from the southern summer maximum is transported across the equator to the northern hemisphere more efficiently than water from the northern summer maximum to the southern hemisphere.

The water cycle was also a prime objective of the Mars Express mission, with three instruments able to measure the atmospheric water vapor content, either in the solar reflected or in the thermal component. The infrared mapping spectrometer OMEGA provides maps of water from the 2.56 \( \mu \)m band with high spatial and low spectral resolution. The infrared spectrometer SPICAM measures water in the 1.38 \( \mu \)m band with a 3.5 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral resolution (Fedorova et al., 2006). Finally, the PFS instrument, which consists of two channels (long-wavelength and short-wavelength) covering altogether the 1.2–40 \( \mu \)m range, potentially provides measurements of water vapor both in its rotational lines (similar to TES), and in its 2.56 and 1.38 \( \mu \)m bands, and giving redundancy with OMEGA and SPICAM. Besides the complementarity of its instrumentation, one advantage of Mars Express with respect to the problem of the water cycle is its quasi-polar orbit, allowing in particular a detailed view of the polar caps at the sublimation onset, as already exploited by OMEGA (Encrenaz et al., 2005b; Melchiorri et al., 2006). We here report on results obtained on the long-wavelength channel of PFS.
2 Instrument and observations description

2.1 The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer

The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer is an infrared double-pendulum interferometer working in two different channels. The short wavelength channel (SWC) covers wavenumbers from 1700 to 8200 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.2–5.9 \(\mu\)m) while the long wavelength channel (LWC) operates in the range 250–1700 cm\(^{-1}\) (5.9–40 \(\mu\)m). In principle, the availability of the two channels makes it possible to measure water in both the thermal and solar reflected components simultaneously. It was hoped (Formisano et al., 2002) that the combination of measurements in the rotational lines and in the 2.56 and 1.38-\(\mu\)m bands would provide a determination of the water vertical profile, a parameter that so far was directly accessible only to submillimeter observations spectrally resolving the individual water lines. However, this objective could not be met. First, the S/N in the PFS spectra turned out to be unsufficient to measure water at 1.38 \(\mu\)m except in very large averages. This prevents this band to be used for water vapor mapping. Second, the amounts (column density) of water measured at 2.56 \(\mu\)m appeared to be quantitatively irreconcilable (1.5–3 times larger) with those determined from the rotational lines, although the two datasets generally gave very consistent trends as to the variability of the water vapor content with latitude, season, and altitude. Results from the SWC channel will be presented by Ignatiev et al., currently in preparation. In the present analysis we have used data from LWC. Its detector is a pyroelectric (LiTaO\(_3\)) working at a temperature of \(\sim 287\) K. The LWC is characterized by an unapodized spectral resolution of 1.3 cm\(^{-1}\), a sampling step of 1.0 cm\(^{-1}\) and a field of view of 50 mrad (FWHM). This corresponds to 12 kilometers on Mars surface when viewed from periapsis. PFS has a scanning device, allowing observation to be performed either in nadir or in side-looking viewing. A more detailed description of the PFS instrument can be found in Formisano et al. (2005).
2.2 Observations

Mars Express orbiter was successfully inserted into Martian orbit on December 25th, 2003 ($L_s = 322^\circ$). The satellite is located on an eccentric quasi-polar orbit (inclination of 86.35$^\circ$). The periapsis altitude is approximately 250 km, while the periapsis latitude has drifted during the mission from close to equator at the beginning of the mission to over the South Pole in July 2004 (Orbit #523, $L_s = 48.8^\circ$), and then northward to reach the North Pole in April 2005 (Orbit #1536, $L_s = 183.4^\circ$). The spatial resolution obtained at a given latitude hence depends on the orbit or season of the observations. The Mars Express orbiter is not located in a sun-synchronous orbit. For this reason, various local times (LT) have been covered during the mission, ranging from 8 am to 8 pm (Fig. 1). PFS scientific observations started on orbit #10 ($L_s = 331^\circ$).

In orbit, it takes 4.5 seconds to acquire a PFS interferogram, with a repetition time of 8.5 seconds. On average, about 300 spectra on the planet are obtained during an orbit. PFS observations do not take place on each orbit, as the power and telemetry resources of the spacecraft do not allow the whole Mars Express payload to operate simultaneously. In particular, when the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) was switched on in May 2005, the other instruments were set off, and no PFS observations were acquired over the next two months ($L_s = 200^\circ–240^\circ$). Moreover PFS suffered an internal problem (strong modulation of the laser diode controlling the double pendulum) and ceased scientific observations for a little over 4 months, between July and November 2005. We here present data covering the January 2004 – December 2005 period, encompassing roughly a Martian year, although, for the above reasons, the seasonal coverage by PFS is far from complete.

2.3 Data Calibration

The PFS LW channel calibration has been presented in details by Giuranna et al. (2005). The instrument spectral response function was obtained both from laboratory
measurements and from flight measurements. Laboratory measurements were obtained by looking at a blackbody tunable within a large range of temperatures (170–270 K). In flight radiometric calibration measurements are taken by looking at the internal blackbody and pointing the scanner towards deep space. The response functions derived from laboratory and in flight measurements are in excellent agreement. One difficulty in the calibration process arises from the evolution of the optics temperature during an observation session (the detector temperature remains stable within ±0.05 K). This evolution is measured by looking at deep space at the beginning and at the end of a session, and then taken into account in the calibration process. Within the wavenumber range of interest for this study (250–850 cm\(^{-1}\)), the noise equivalent spectral radiance (NESR) of a single spectrum varies between \(7 \times 10^{-8}\) and \(1.5 \times 10^{-7}\) W cm\(^{-2}\) sr\(^{-1}\)/cm\(^{-1}\) (corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of 50–100 on a mid-latitude daytime spectrum).

3 Analysis

The first step in our analysis is the inversion the temperature profile as a function of pressure, which is based on the fitting of the \(\nu_2\) band of CO\(_2\) centered at 667 cm\(^{-1}\). Then the water rotational lines in the 250–500 cm\(^{-1}\) range is used to retrieve the Martian H\(_2\)O vapor column density.

3.1 Forward model

The forward radiative transfer modelling is carried out using a line-by-line model including the gaseous absorptions by CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O only. The model assumes a plane-parallel geometry and does not take dust scattering into account. The spectroscopic parameters come from the GEISA database (Jacquinet-Husson et al., 1999), except for the CO\(_2\)-broadening parameters. For water, we use the parameters calculated by Gamache et al. (1995). On average (but not uniformly), the CO\(_2\)-broadened H\(_2\)O linewdths are 1.7 times larger than those from the GEISA database, which correspond to broadening by air. However, in con-
contrast with Smith (2000), who multiply the N$_2$-broadening parameters by a constant factor of 1.5, our approach takes into account the variation of the CO$_2$-broadening coefficient depending on the particular transition.

The calculation of a synthetic spectrum for Mars requires to specify the surface pressure, the surface temperature and the surface emissivity. The Martian surface pressure varies strongly as a function of four parameters: season, latitude, longitude and local time. Surface pressure is predicted by interpolating the Viking Lander 1 record vertically using the accurate MOLA topography (Smith et al., 2001a) and horizontally using the meteorological pressure gradients (including the thermal tides) simulated by the LMD Mars General Circulation Model (Hourdin et al., 1993; Forget et al., 1999) which are available from the European Mars Climate Database Version 4.1 (Forget et al., 2006). Note that we do not average the pressure over the PFS FOV. The uncertainty in the calculated surface pressure is estimated to 10–20 Pa. We also note that in principle, the local pressure could have been determined from the PFS spectra by using the 2.0 $\mu$m band of CO$_2$, but this band appeared to be unusable due to strong spectral perturbations in the SWC channel associated with instrumental problems and spacecraft vibrations.

In the forward calculation, the surface temperature is specified to be the mean of the brightness temperature in the two wavenumber intervals 508–528 cm$^{-1}$ and 803–823 cm$^{-1}$. We assume a surface emissivity of unity throughout the CO$_2$ band. While this may not be exactly true, our approach yields an effective surface temperature that correctly accounts for the surface emission across the CO$_2$ band. In addition, the method compensates to first order for neglecting the dust opacity.

### 3.2 Temperature inversion algorithm

The inversion of a temperature profile from planetary thermal emission is a typical “ill-posed” problem where arbitrarily small changes in the observed radiances lead to large differences in the inverted profile. Therefore, a classical inversion algorithm is too sensitive
to the measurement errors. It is however possible to retrieve a meaningful temperature profile with the regularization and stabilisation methods described by Craig and Brown (1986). These methods all introduce a priori informations on the solution. Here, we follow the specific algorithm designed by Conrath et al. (2000) for the inversion of the TES observations.

The radiative transfer equation is first linearized about a reference temperature profile $T_0$:

$$\Delta I = K \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $K$ is the derivative of the radiance with respect to the temperature profile. The differential quantities are $\Delta T = T - T_0$, $\Delta I = I - I_0$ where the radiance $I_0$ is calculated for the initial temperature profile, $I$ is the measured radiance and $T$ the real temperature profile.

Then the inferred temperature profile minimizes the cost function

$$Q = (\Delta I - KF a)^T E^{-1} (\Delta I - KF a) + \gamma a^T a$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E$ is the measurement error covariance matrix, $F$ a basis matrix, and $a$ the expansion of $\Delta T$ on this basis ($\Delta T = Fa$). The solution of the problem is $\Delta T = W \Delta I$ where

$$W = SK^T (KSK^T + \gamma E)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

with $S = FF^T$. The actual nonlinearity of the problem is taken into account with three iterations of this procedure. Two parameters need to be adjusted, the matrix $S$ and the parameter $\gamma$. Following Conrath et al. (2000), we specify $S$ to be a smoothing gaussian function with a correlation length of 0.75 times the atmospheric scale height. The free parameter $\gamma$ needs to be adjusted to the problem. Its value is chosen through numerical experiments. A value of $\gamma$ that equalizes the traces of the matrix $KSK^T$ and $\gamma E$ is found to give the best compromise.

Using this technique, vertical temperature profiles can be retrieved from the surface up to a pressure level of 10 Pa ($\sim 35$ km) with a vertical resolution of about one scale
height. The uncertainties on the retrieved temperatures are given by the covariance matrix \( \text{WEW}^T \). For a single PFS spectrum, they typically amount to \( \sim 2 \) K from 10 to 35 km, but increases in the first scale height above the surface to reach about \( \sim 5 \) K at the deepest pressure level.

Grassi et al. (2005) also performed a retrieval of the Martian temperature profiles from the PFS dataset. They used a similar method, although their cost function slightly differs from us. The comparison of the two retrieval methods are extremely satisfactory (Davide Grassi, personal communication). On a typical PFS session, the rms temperature difference amounts to 0.3 and 0.8 K at 100 and 30 Pa respectively. Not surprisingly, the rms difference rises to 3 K closer to the surface at 3 hPa.

### 3.3 Water column density retrieval

In the case of the water column density retrieval, given an assumption of its vertical profile, the number of parameters does not exceed the number of independent measurements. Therefore, the best-fit model is estimated through the usual \( \chi^2 \) cost function across the 305–505 cm\(^{-1}\) interval. The solution for the best fit model is found with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We note that water lines grow stronger at wavenumbers shorter than 305 cm\(^{-1}\), but so does the noise level in PFS spectra. Our analysis interval represents the best trade-off between strong line intensities and a low noise level.

The retrieved parameters are the water column density, and the surface emissivity at the following wavenumbers: 306.8, 320.0, 338.1, 358.3, 378.5, 390.6, 412.8, 431.0, 449.1, 467.3, 485.5, 503.7 cm\(^{-1}\). These wavenumbers are chosen in-between the main H\(_2\)O signatures, well separated at our 1.3-cm\(^{-1}\) resolution. This approach implicitly assumes that the effective surface emissivity varies smoothly with wavenumber. This assumption was validated by the work of Smith et al. (2000) who separated the surface contribution from the atmospheric contribution on TES spectra. We note that Lellouch et al. (2000) retrieved a deep mineralogical (10% constraint) signature between 310 and 330 cm\(^{-1}\) from ISO/SW.
spectra. However, such a deep feature would have been just obvious in TES and PFS/LW spectra, which are instead featureless in this wavenumber region (Fig. 2). Christensen et al. (2000) identify the strong, broad (50–100 cm$^{-1}$), features of hematite near 300, 450, and 525 cm$^{-1}$, but this mineral is present only on a small fraction of the martian surface. Our approach allows for an adequate fitting of the continuum emission over which the H$_2$O lines are formed. The surface temperature is taken, as explained above, as the mean of the brightness temperature in the two wavenumber intervals 508–528 cm$^{-1}$ and 803–823 cm$^{-1}$.

As explained above, this temperature may not strictly represent the actual surface temperature because of possible emissivity and dust effects in the 500–800 cm$^{-1}$ range. Therefore, with this procedure we may not retrieve the correct surface emissivity at 20–35 μm, but we still estimate correctly the surface emission.

In contrast with the temperature retrievals, which are performed on each individual spectrum, the signal-to-noise ratio of a single PFS spectrum does not allow an accurate retrieval of the Martian water column abundance in the mean climatological conditions (10 pr-μm). Therefore, observations along one orbit are averaged with a sliding box of 9 consecutive spectra, and a sampling rate of every two spectra. For such an averaged spectrum, the NESR is never higher than $3 \times 10^{-8}$ W cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$/cm$^{-1}$ in the wavenumber range of interest. This NESR translates into an uncertainty of 1–2 pr-μm on the retrieved water column abundance. Figure 2 shows examples of fits of such PFS spectral averages in the regions of CO$_2$ and H$_2$O.

Other sources of errors are the uncertainties on the inverted atmospheric temperature, the effect of dust and water ice on the spectrum and the exact water vapor vertical distribution. The effect of temperature uncertainties is small ($\sim 1$ pr-μm) as long as the atmosphere-surface temperature contrast is large (above 20K). The fact that we neglect aerosol opacity has also a marginal impact of the order of $\sim 1$ pr-μm. This stems from the fact that the dust optical thickness was low at 9 μm for most of the considered data set and that dust is even more transparent at 20–30 μm. As shown by Smith et al. (2000), the dust
and water ice contributions are weak and smooth at wavenumbers smaller than 600 cm\(^{-1}\). Therefore our approach of fitting the continuum emission through surface emissivity takes into account most of the effect of the aerosol opacity. Our dataset is also limited to seasons where the dust content remains low on average. Regarding the water vertical distribution, our nominal values of the water column density are computed for a vertical profile uniformly mixed below the condensation level and equal to the saturated vapor pressure above this level, an approach similar to that of Smith (2002). However, we have also retrieved the water column density in a few cases for two extreme assumptions: a uniform H\(_2\)O mixing ratio up to the top of the atmosphere, and for a water column density confined to the first model layer (\(\sim 3\) km) above the surface. As expected given the low spectral resolution, spectral fits cannot distinguish between the various vertical profiles. As shown in Fig. 3 on the example of orbit 1023 (\(L_s = 111^\circ\)), these two extremes water vertical distributions yield column densities differing by typically \(\pm 2\) pr-\(\mu\)m from the nominal model for all water columns below 30 pr-\(\mu\)m. The difference can reach \(\sim 10\) pr-\(\mu\)m at larger water contents in the case where water is assumed to be confined in the first layer. In this case, the larger retrieved water column is related to the smaller thermal contrast between the surface and the water-containing atmospheric layer in a regime of strong line saturation\(^1\).

Thus, with the exception of the Northern Polar maximum, we estimate that the quadratic combination of the above uncertainties leads to an uncertainty of the H\(_2\)O column abundance of \(\pm 2\)–\(3\) pr-\(\mu\)m.

Finally, as outlined by Smith (2002), the largest source of uncertainty lies in the value for the CO\(_2\)-broadening parameter. Moreover it is a systematic uncertainty. The effect

---

\(^1\)We note here that an opposed behavior is observed for the water retrievals from PFS/SW at 2.56 \(\mu\)m; in that case, confining the water to the first layer leads to smaller water columns, due to the general increase of absorption coefficients with temperature (see Ignatiev et al., in preparation). Assuming the water to be present exclusively in a near-surface layer therefore tends to reduce the disagreement between the PFS/LW and PFS/SW retrievals, but not enough for this to be a credible situation.
of increasing the CO$_2$-broadening parameter is to first order a linear decrease in the H$_2$O column abundance. As explained above (Sec. 3.1), we use the parameters calculated by Gamache et al. (1995). Given the uncertainties on the measured CO$_2$-broadening parameters (Gamache et al., 1995; Pollack et al., 1993), this gives a ±25% systematic error on the retrieved water column abundance. In particular, our H$_2$O linewidths are about 15% larger than assumed by Smith (2002) in his retrieval of the water column density from the TES observations (Smith used a constant scaling factor of 1.5 from the air-broadened values). For this reason, we retrieve a column density systematically 15% smaller than would have been retrieved by following Smith’s (2002) approach.

Even though water ice is a key element of the water cycle (Montmessin et al., 2004), we did not attempt to retrieve water ice optical depth from the PFS database. Water ice is identified in the thermal range from its 825 cm$^{-1}$ absorption feature. Zasova et al. (2005) reported the detection of water ice clouds of several types from the PFS data, including orographic clouds, the equatorial cloud belt and the polar hood. However, we found that in many occasions, the shape of the PFS spectra shortward of 12.5 μm was not sufficiently reproducible and the S/N not sufficient to clearly disentangle the cloud signature from the broad dust absorption at 1075 cm$^{-1}$. This prevents a straightforward and systematic study of the water cloud cycle to be performed, similar to that achieved from TES (Pearl et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2001b; Smith, 2004).

4 Results on absolute abundances

4.1 Seasonal cycle

The seasonal distribution of the water vapor column density is shown in Fig. 4a, with a zoom on the Northern hemisphere in its summer season ($L_s = 90^\circ–180^\circ$) in Fig. 4b. The data, which cover the end of MY 26 and half of MY 27, are presented as a function of season and latitude by bins of 2$^\circ$ in $L_s$ and 2$^\circ$ in latitude. Given the variation of the sampled local times with Martian season, this classical presentation assumes that seasonal variations of
water dominate over its diurnal variability (and implies that the Mars Express data are inappropriate to study diurnal variations of water). Although the temporal coverage is incomplete, some of the familiar trends of the water cycle are well recognized. The $L_s = 330^\circ - 50^\circ$ range is characterized by low H$_2$O amounts (5–10 pr-$\mu$m), with a maximum at low Northern latitudes. This local maximum was previously best seen in the Viking/MAWD data (Jakosky and Farmer, 1982), and also reported from Mars Express/SPICAM (Fedorova et al., 2006). It may correspond to the extreme tail of the “tongue” of high water abundance developing equatorward since the previous year Northern summer peak, as best seen in the TES maps (Smith, 2002). The early Northern summer season ($L_s = 90^\circ - 130^\circ$) is characterized by large latitudinal contrasts, with the water column decreasing monotonically from North to South from $\sim 45$ pr-$\mu$m poleward of 60° N to $\sim 20$ pr-$\mu$m at 40°–55° N and less than 10 pr-$\mu$m southward of 30° N. The progressive diffusion of water towards Northern mid-latitudes (corresponding to the initial formation of the “tongue”) is also seen, with e.g. the 20 pr-$\mu$m contour level shifting from 55° N at $L_s = 95^\circ$ to 40° N at $L_s = 120^\circ$. The Northern maximum abruptly stops at $L_s = 135^\circ$, with water vapor falling below 20 pr-$\mu$m everywhere on the planet. At $L_s = 150^\circ - 180^\circ$, and although the spatial coverage is fairly incomplete, the PFS/LW data suggest a rather uniform water abundance over 0°–60° N at $\sim 10$ pr-$\mu$m, with little evidence for the low latitude (0°–30° N) maximum observed by TES and SPICAM. In this respect, our results are more consistent with the behavior observed by MAWD. Data are very sparse after $L_s = 200^\circ$, due in particular to the instrumental problem mentioned above (Sec. 2.2).

4.2 Comparison with MGS/TES

While the water seasonal variation inferred from PFS/LW is qualitatively similar to findings from previous space missions, our results point to a substantially drier water cycle. In particular, the water amounts measured during the Northern summer never exceed 60 pr-$\mu$m. This contrasts to the peak column of 100 pr-$\mu$m reported by MGS/TES over the
North Pole at $L_s = 110^\circ\text{–}120^\circ$ for three consecutive Martian years (MY 24–26) (Smith, 2002, 2004) and the $> 75$ pr-$\mu$m observed by Viking/MAWD in 1978 (Jakosky and Farmer, 1982; Fedorova et al., 2004). The difference with TES is not restricted to the Northern Summer maximum. At $L_s = 0^\circ\text{–}50^\circ$, the mean water abundance inferred by PFS/LW over $0^\circ\text{–}30^\circ$ N is $\sim 8$ pr-$\mu$m, vs. $\sim 12$ pr-$\mu$m for TES. At $L_s = 150^\circ\text{–}180^\circ$ and $0^\circ\text{–}30^\circ$ N, the abundance is typically $\sim 10$ pr-$\mu$m for PFS/LW and $\sim 20\text{–}25$ pr-$\mu$m for TES.

The discrepancies between PFS/LW and TES are particularly significant since the two instruments utilize the same water features. One might, in principle, attribute them to actual temporal variability. However, Smith (2004) investigated temporal variability of atmospheric parameters (temperatures, water vapor column, ice and dust optical depths) in the TES dataset and found that year-to-year variability in the water vapor column remains usually at the $< 5$ pr-$\mu$m level, except near perihelion where variations of up to 10 pr-$\mu$m were observed over the South Pole maximum. (The South Pole Summer maximum is also the region where TES and MAWD show the largest differences, although Fedorova et al. (2004) argued that the MAWD estimates may be biased low due to dust opacity effects). These temporal variations might conceivably account for some of the differences between the TES and PFS/LW water values, but certainly not for the huge difference on the Northern Summer maximum.

In addition, TES performed systematic atmospheric measurements until 31 August 2004, providing water vapor measurements concomitant with Mars Express. These measurements, zonally-averaged and grouped by bins of $2^\circ$ in $L_s$ and $2^\circ$ in latitude, are available in the form of a “TES climatology database”, kindly provided to us by M. Smith. Figure 5 (left panel) compares the water columns retrieved from PFS/LW and TES for all the ($L_s$, latitude) bins common to the two databases. Most of the measurements shown indicate low water amounts ($< 20$ pr-$\mu$m) characteristic of the season corresponding to the first-half of the year 2004 ($L_s \sim 330^\circ$ in MY 26 to $L_s \sim 80^\circ$ in MY 27). Figure 5 (left panel) clearly indicates that the TES values are typically 1.5 times larger than the PFS/LW values. Although
the TES and PFS measurements still do not pertain to the same regions (the longitude information is lost in Fig. 5), this is a strong indication of a systematic difference between the TES and PFS/LW measured values.

A possible physical reason would result from a diurnal variability of water vapor, as TES monotonically samples the 1 pm–3 pm time range, while the LT range covered by PFS varied linearly from LT = 3 pm at $L_s = 330^\circ$ to 8 am at $L_s = 60^\circ$ (see Fig. 1). A number of ground-based observations, particularly Sprague et al. (1996, 2001, 2006) and Hunten et al. (2000) have indicated that water abundances are generally highest at mid-day and lowest at dawn and dusk. However, the most recent and comprehensive dataset by Sprague et al. (2006), covering the 1998-1999 period, shows a variety of diurnal behaviors, with, in many occasions, a maximum in mid-morning (8 am–12 am) hours (see Fig. 11 of Sprague et al., 2006). The overall inconsistency of the results may reflect the difficulty to separate between diurnal and longitudinal (i.e. geographical) variations in these ground-based observations. From a reanalysis of the Mariner 9 data, Formisano et al. (2001) and Ignatiev et al. (2002) found a clear 12 am–2 pm peak of water in the Southern hemisphere at $L_s = 290^\circ$–310°, but they also observed the decrease and disappearance of this diurnal peak over $L_s = 330^\circ$–350°. Overall, the diurnal variability of water does not seem to be definitively established, and as mentioned previously, the PFS data are inadequate for this task.

We instead suggest here that the TES water columns are biased towards high values. A careful re-examination of the TES retrievals by M. Smith (priv. comm., and to be published elsewhere) gives credit to this hypothesis. In brief, Smith’s reanalysis is the following: the TES retrievals were based on measurements at either 6.25 and 12.5 cm$^{-1}$ resolution, and made use of water signatures at 250, 280, 300 and 330 cm$^{-1}$. With the exception of the period extending from MY 25, $L_s = 90^\circ$ (December 2000) to MY 26, $L_s = 120^\circ$ (January 2003), most of the data were taken in the 12.5-cm$^{-1}$ mode. At 6.25 cm$^{-1}$ resolution, the four bands give very consistent results. However, at 12.5 cm$^{-1}$ resolution, the measurements in the 300 and 330 cm$^{-1}$ bands give a much higher water abundance than the 250 and
280 cm⁻¹ bands. When the 300 and 330 cm⁻¹ bands are ignored, the abundance inferred from the 12.5 cm⁻¹ resolution data is lower by about 30% than when they are included, and a better repeatability between the three Martian years is achieved.

In fact, a fraction of the inter-annual variability shown in Fig. 12 of Smith (2004) may be attributed to the change of observing mode. The comparison between TES and PFS/LW in the left panel of Fig. 5 is entirely based on 12.5 cm⁻¹ TES measurements, which according to the previous arguments, should be decreased by ∼ 30%. In addition, we believe that the TES values should be further decreased by 15% due to the choice of the H₂O-CO₂ collisional linewidths. The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the comparison between PFS/LW and TES after making these corrections. In this panel, rather than applying uniformly the 30% correction, we in fact use a new version of the TES climatology database, prepared by M. Smith, and in which the “12.5-cm⁻¹ problem” was fixed, and we further apply the 15% correction. Clearly, the agreement between PFS/LW and these “corrected” TES values is now satisfactory.

4.3 Comparison with Mars Express/SPICAM and OMEGA

A systematic comparison of our results with those from the other two Mars Express instruments, SPICAM (Fedorova et al., 2006) and OMEGA (Encrenaz et al., 2005b; Melchiorri et al., 2006), will await the availability of databases such as the TES one. For the time being, we note that there is a general agreement between the three instruments that the water Northern summer maximum does not exceed 60 pr-μm. On the other hand, measurements from SPICAM in the 1.38 μm band tend to indicate an even drier water cycle than we infer. For example, the mean low-latitude abundance at $L_s = 0°−50°$ inferred from SPICAM is ∼ 5 pr-μm, vs ∼ 8 pr-μm for PFS/LW. The same numbers hold for the equatorial abundance during the Northern Summer maximum season ($L_s = 90°−140°$). Fedorova et al. (2006) noted that the SPICAM values are generally low compared to most other results. Regarding the comparison with OMEGA, while we get a similar value for the Northern
Summer high-latitude maximum, we measure somewhat less water at mid-Northern latitudes, e.g. $\sim 15–18$ pr-$\mu$m at $40^\circ$ N for $L_s = 95^\circ–110^\circ$, vs. $\sim 20–25$ pr-$\mu$m for OMEGA (Encrenaz et al., 2005b). Similarly, OMEGA measurements (Melchiorri et al., 2006) give more water in the $L_s = 330^\circ–40^\circ$ period ($10–15$ pr-$\mu$m at $0^\circ–30^\circ$ N, generally consistent with TES and MAWD) than PFS/LW.

Our water vapor amounts are thus generally intermediate between those from SPICAM and OMEGA. However, we note that the water determinations from OMEGA and SPICAM are subject to a number of complications (i) the 1.38 $\mu$m band used by SPICAM (and previously by MAWD) and the 2.56 $\mu$m band used by OMEGA are affected by dust scattering. So far, the published SPICAM (and OMEGA) data were analyzed with no account for dust. This may lead to an underestimate of the water columns, although Fedorova et al. (2006) report that the effect is negligible for total airmasses lower than 3 (ii) the spectral resolution of SPICAM (3.5 cm$^{-1}$) is not high enough for the true (100% transmission) continuum to be reached in-between the spectral features due to water. Thus the retrieval procedure consists of an iterative process to determine both the water abundance and the surface albedo. To mimick the likely behavior of surface ices/minerals, the surface albedo is constrained to vary smoothly (i.e. convolved to a 12–20 nm resolution). Results on water are sensitive to the precise smoothing value (at the 5–15% level, A. Fedorova, priv. comm.) (iii) stray light is present in the SPICAM data at the $>10$% level, causing the CO$_2$ and H$_2$O bands to be shallower than they would be in the absence of scattered light. This may cause an underestimate of the H$_2$O abundances by as much as 40% in average (Fedorova et al., 2006). In fact, it should be noted that the SPICAM data give 1.7 times less water than was inferred from the reanalysis of the MAWD data by Fedorova et al. (2004) (iv) at the resolution of the OMEGA measurements ($\lambda/\Delta \lambda \sim 130$ in the relevant spectral range), the H$_2$O band appears as a 1–6% deep feature covering only a few spectral elements. This requires a perfect correction of the instrumental transfer function, achieved through ratio of spectra by a “reference spectrum” taken over Olympus Mons. The uncer-
tainty in the OMEGA water determinations include S/N limitations (< 30% in the water column), and uncertainties, estimated to ±2 pr-μm, in the amount of water present in the reference spectrum. A further uncertainty, difficult to quantify, is associated to the hypothesis of perfect cancellation of mineralogic features between the analyzed spectra and the reference spectrum. None of the above complications is present in the water retrievals from PFS/LW, which we believe are therefore more trustworthy, although, as mentioned above, the PFS/LW values are very sensitive to the value of the H₂O-CO₂ collisional linewidths (in fact more than the OMEGA and SPICAM values, as the 1.38 and 2.56 μm bands are less saturated than the rotational lines). We also note that a number of the above effects, especially those affecting the OMEGA retrievals, are more serious at low band depths, which might explain that the relative agreement between the three instruments is better at high water contents than at columns < 15 pr-μm, although a complete study is needed.

4.4 Comparison with other and ground-based measurements

Besides the MGS and Mars Express results, numerous other measurements of Martian water vapor are available, including a number of more or less disparate Earth-based or spaceborne observations, and the more extensive ground-based database built over the years by the University of Arizona group from observations at 0.82 μm (Sprague et al., 1996, 2001, 2003, 2006, and references therein). Although comparisons are less straightforward, especially given the huge differences in spatial resolution, we believe that the ensemble of data tends to give support to our conclusion that the atmosphere as a whole is drier than indicated by the initial MGS/TES results (Smith, 2002). Here we make comparisons with only some the most recent (< 10 years) results. For the year 1999 (MY 24), Sprague et al. (2006) report a Northern maximum of ~ 60 pr-μm at \(L_s = 90°–115°\), with higher individual values being exceptionally rare. As shown in the same paper, and initially noted by Smith (2002), the latitudinal distribution reported by TES for a 5-day average around June 1, 1999 (\(L_s = 147°\)) is 1.5 times wetter than in the ground-based measurements of Sprague et
al. on this date. For the same season ($L_s = 150°–160°$) but during the previous Martian year (in July-August 1997), Burdgorf et al. (2000) report ISO IR measurements a disk-average (i.e. sampling the low latitudes) abundance of $12 \pm 3.5$ pr-$\mu$m. This is intermediate between the $\sim 10$ pr-$\mu$m typical of the $30°$ S–$30°$ N latitudes in the PFS/LW spectra, and the globally-averaged value of $15$ pr-$\mu$m inferred from TES at this period (Fig. 9 of Smith, 2004). For the same epoch, an even lower value of $6 \pm 4$ pr-$\mu$m at $19°$ N was obtained from Pathfinder observations at sunrise and sunset (Titov et al., 1999). A few other disk-resolved measurements are available from ground-based IR observations. At $L_s = 67°$ in MY 23, Novak et al. (2002) determined a maximum of $24$ pr-$\mu$m at $60–75°$ N from ground-based HDO observations. At $L_s = 206°$ in MY 26 (June 2003), Encrenaz et al. (2005a) report a maximum of $17 \pm 9$ pr-$\mu$m at $20°$ S–$20°$ N. While we do not have values from PFS/LW for these two values of $L_s$, the TES values corresponding to these conditions are $\sim 30$ and $\sim 20$ pr-$\mu$m, respectively. Finally, spaceborne submillimeter observations by SWAS and ODIN indicate global abundances of $12 \pm 6$ pr-$\mu$m for $L_s = 166°–233°$ in 2001 (dust storm, MY 25) (Gurwell et al., 2005), and $13 \pm 3$ pr-$\mu$m at $L_s = 204°$ and $10 \pm 2$ pr-$\mu$m at $L_s = 294°$ in 2003 (MY 26) (Biver et al., 2005). A mean value of $\sim 12$ pr-$\mu$m over $L_s = 165°–200°$ agrees very well with our map and with the globally-averaged inferred from TES for MY 25, but is somewhat below the mean $\sim 16$ pr-$\mu$m value for MY 24 (see Fig. 9 of Smith, 2004). This is probably an effect of the change of observing mode in the TES data, as discussed above.
5 Results on specific behaviors and comparisons with LMD/GCM simulations

5.1 Geographical distribution

5.1.1 Low-latitudes

Figure 6 shows water column maps as a function of latitude and longitude. In these maps, the retrieved water columns are scaled to a common 610 Pa pressure (i.e. divided by $P_{\text{surf}} / 610$, where $P_{\text{surf}}$ is the average pressure over the nine consecutive spectra used to retrieve water) to remove topographic effects, and then averaged by $2^\circ$ latitude, $4^\circ$ longitude bins, producing a geographical map of water vapor, which can be compared to similar presentations by Smith (2002, 2004) and Fedorova et al. (2006). In the first panel of Fig. 6, where all of our data are included, weak local maxima can be distinguished at $0^\circ$–$60^\circ$ E and $60^\circ$–$140^\circ$ W in the inter-tropical region, although they appear subdued in comparison with the high-latitude maximum. These maxima, which correspond to the regions of Arabia and Tharsis, were also clearly seen in the TES data (see plate 3 of Smith (2002)). The other panels in Fig. 6 show the geographical distribution for three separate bins in $L_s$, with a color scale matched to the mid-latitude abundances. The Arabia and Tharsis maxima are well visible at $L_s = 330^\circ$–$60^\circ$ and especially at $155^\circ$–$210^\circ$, with an enhancement of a factor $\sim 2$ compared to other longitudes. The Arabia maximum is also visible in the unscaled water columns (not shown). At $L_s = 90^\circ$–$150^\circ$, the lack of data at $15^\circ$–$50^\circ$ E longitudes makes it impossible to identify the Arabia maximum, while the Tharsis maximum is less marked than at other seasons. Caution should be exercised before claiming a “seasonal” variability of the Arabia and Tharsis maxima, due to the variability of the sampled local times with $L_s$, and the maximum longitudinal contrast found at $L_s = 155^\circ$–$210^\circ$ may in fact reflect a contrast enhancement at mid-morning hours (8.30–12 am). Still, we note that the maps presented by Smith (2004) at $L_s = 105^\circ$–$125^\circ$ for MY 24–26 also suggest that the geographical distribution of water vapor at that season is significantly different from other
seasons.

As noted by Smith (2002), water columns, scaled to a fixed pressure, show at low-to-mid latitudes a positive correlation with albedo, and an anticorrelation with thermal inertia. The correlation with albedo was also noted by Jakosky and Farmer (1982) from Viking/MAWD data and by Rosenqvist et al. (1992) from Phobos/ISM observations. As Tharsis and Arabia are also regions of high topography, the maxima found there on an annual basis may suggest an anticorrelation with surface pressure. More direct evidence for such an anticorrelation is shown below. Although all three parameters may have a direct or indirect influence on the atmospheric water amounts, through surface temperature control and atmosphere-regolith exchanges, general climate models are needed to identify the cause of the uneven geographical distribution of low-latitude atmospheric water and its possible seasonal/diurnal variability.

To help interpret our water vapor observations, we performed some comparisons with the Global Climate Model (GCM) developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (Forget et al., 1999) which is able to simulate the atmospheric water cycle (Montmessin et al., 2004) by taking into account the exchanges between surface ice and the atmosphere as well as the transport and turbulent mixing of water, relying on simplified microphysics for cloud formation. It provides distributions of H₂O vapor (and clouds) in good agreement with MGS TES observations (Montmessin et al., 2004), and thus predict amounts of water vapor usually higher than our retrievals. A detailed comparison would be out of scope of this paper. Nevertheless we used the model to help interpret the longitudinal distributions observed in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 (left panel) shows a water column map predicted by the GCM for the season $L_s = 180^\circ$–$210^\circ$ (scaled to the 610-Pa pressure level). This is a season when spatial variations in the tropics are well observed in the PFS data, as shown in Fig. 6 (bottom right). The simulation produces spatial variations with maxima of water vapor near Tharsis ($120^\circ$ W) and Arabia Terra ($30^\circ$ E) in qualitative agreement with the observations. This sug-
gests that these spatial variations are probably caused by some atmospheric dynamical or physical processes, and that a subsurface water source (not included in the model) is not necessarily involved. What is the origin of the modeled spatial variations? Figure 7 (right panel) shows the horizontal wind streamlines at 3 km above the surface (a good altitude to illustrate the transport in the lower atmosphere) superimposed on the water vapor map. One can see that the water vapor spatial distribution is, to first order, controlled by the oscillation of the atmospheric flow. For instance the minimum of water vapor around \((30^\circ S, 50^\circ W)\) clearly results from a flow of dry air originating from the mid-southern latitudes, and that the maximum near \((10^\circ S, 30^\circ E)\) is due to a convergence of relatively wet air in this area.

We note however that the relative variations seem to be significantly weaker in the model than in the observations, although this situation does not hold at every altitude. Figure 8 (left panel) shows a longitude-altitude cross section of the daytime atmospheric vapor and ice mixing ratios at \(0^\circ N\) latitude. These plots show that the modeled water vapor is not completely vertically mixed, even below the saturation level. The concentration of water vapor is maximum between about 10 and 22 km (above Mars zero datum), probably because of the sublimation of the cloud particles above. The horizontal variations within this relatively "wet layer" are significantly larger than for the total column, as shown in Fig. 8 (right panel). A comparison of Fig. 8 and Fig. 6 reveals that the patterns in the simulated water vapor at 20 km better match the magnitude of the contrast in the water vapor column map retrieved with PFS. There again, the observed spatial variations can be explained by the modulation (stationary wave) of the atmospheric flow induced by the surface properties (topography and/or albedo of the surface) and a convergence of air near \((20^\circ S, 30^\circ E)\) (Fig. 8, right). These mid-atmosphere variations could contribute to the apparent water column variations detected by PFS. However, our analysis in Sec. 3.3 shows that PFS/LW spectra are just marginally sensitive to the water vertical distribution. In addition, the maxima predicted by the GCM at 20 km are rather present in the Southern
hemisphere. The origin of the differences in the relative geographical variations between datasets and models thus remains to be explored in greater details.

5.1.2 High Northern latitudes

As mentioned above, the highly-inclined Mars Express orbit provided good visibility of the high latitudes, allowing in principle to study the behavior of water vapor at sublimation onset. In the PFS data, however, the need to average several spectra to build a sufficient S/N, and the fact that a few spectra are usually unusable at the beginning of each orbit, limit the measurements very close to the pole, so that the maps we present do not, in general, extend much beyond 80° N. (Unfortunately, SPICAM is also limited in this respect due to the difficulty of correcting for dust effects at high emission and solar zenith angles (Fedorova et al., 2006) while the OMEGA water measurements at 2.56 μm are compromised over the polar regions by the mixing of the water band with the signature of small icy grains (Melchiorri et al., 2006)). A few exceptions occur near $L_s = 68°–75°$, where the water latitudinal profile is available up to the North pole. As shown in Fig. 9, at $L_s = 69°$, (orbit 685), water exhibits a narrow bulge between 72° N and 83° N, where the scaled water columns are ∼ 3 times larger than at lower and higher latitudes. This behavior is consistent with the mechanisms proposed for the return of water to the permanent cap during spring (e.g. Bass and Paige, 2000; Richardson and Wilson, 2002; Montmessin et al., 2004). Water ice accumulated at mid-to-high latitudes during the previous seasons sublimes, is "vacuum-transported" along with the retreating CO$_2$ seasonal cap, and redeposited as frost between the cap edge and the pole. The low water vapor observed northward of 83° N is associated with low surface temperatures (∼155 K) at 80° N and beyond, characteristic of CO$_2$ ice. The correlation of Viking IRTM and MAWD measurements (Bass and Paige 2000) clearly indicates that the water amounts remain low whenever the surface temperature is below ∼ 160 K.
5.2 Vertical distribution

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the spectral resolution of PFS/LW does not allow a direct retrieval of the water vertical profile, and the combination of PFS/LW and PFS/SW observations also did not appear to be fruitful so far. Information on the vertical profile of water, or more precisely, on the extent to which it is well mixed in the atmosphere, can still be obtained by investigating the correlation of the retrieved columns with topography.

5.2.1 Behavior near large volcanos

In Fig. 10, we show water retrievals for three orbits (37, 925, 370) crossing areas of large topographic contrast (Olympus at 19° N, 227° E, Elyseum at 23° N, 147° E, and Ascraeus at 11° N, 104° W). The topographic signature of the large volcanos is well visible on the absolute (unscaled) water columns (top panels of Fig. 10). The behavior of the water volume mixing ratio below the saturation level is somewhat less clear. As shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 10 — in which the thin lines indicate topography — although error bars are large, there is a suggestion for a ~ 80% increase of the water mixing ratio in the Southern flank of Olympus Mons, while on Elyseum results are consistent with a ~ 100% increase on the Northern flank. On Ascraeus Mons, there is evidence for a comparable decrease of the water abundance over the top of the volcano. The altitude of water vapor saturation over the volcanos is always higher than one scale height (~ 10 km) with respect to the local topography. However, we note that our determination of the saturation altitude is rather uncertain as the inversion of the temperature profile from the CO$_2$ band above the volcanos is particularly affected by contamination from surface thermal emission. Overall, our results do not give a consistent picture for the various volcanos but indicate, at most, moderate variations of the water mixing ratio in the vicinity of the large volcanos. This result contradicts previous findings from Phobos-2/ISM observations, which indicated a factor-of-five increase in water above the volcanos and was interpreted as due to atmosphere-regolith
exchanges with intense day time desorption of water from the volcanic regolith (Titov et al., 1994). We also note that moderate (±50%) variations of the surface water mixing ratio over the volcanos are predicted in the European Martian Climate Database, although such variations might conceivably be somewhat subdued at the low spatial resolution (e.g. 3.75° longitude) of the database. This database is based on general circulation models coupled with chemistry (Forget et al., 1999; Montmessin et al., 2004) in which atmosphere-subsurface exchanges are ignored.

5.2.2 Correlation with pressure

Figure 11 presents the water columns (absolute and normalized to 610 Pa) as a function of pressure for the individual retrievals. To avoid large seasonal effects, and in particular the high water contents characteristic of Northern summer at high latitudes, we consider here only measurements at latitudes between −30° and +30°, most of which indicate water columns in the range 4–18 pr-μm. In addition, only measurements with relative uncertainties of less than 20% (typically < 1–4 pr-μm) are included. Figure 11 presents the results for all orbits together (top panels), as well as for two seasons separately, around Northern Spring equinox \((L_s = 330°–60°)\), and Northern Summer and early fall \((L_s = 90°–200°)\) respectively. Figure 11 indicates that, as expected for a generally well-mixed water distribution, the absolute water columns are positively correlated with pressure. However, as can be seen, particularly when the two seasons are shown separately, the absolute water columns increase more slowly than they would for a linear dependence, so that the normalized water appears to be anticorrelated with pressure. To assess the statistical significance of this result, we calculated in each case, the Spearman (rank order) correlation coefficient, and the number of standard deviations \((z_d)\) at which \(D\), the sum-squared difference of ranks, deviates from its null hypothesis expected value. As indicated in Table 1, the results are highly significant in all cases. Our results thus indicate that water is not completely well-mixed,
and that dividing by $P_{\text{surf}} / 610$ actually overcompensates for topography. For the two seasons separately, Table 1 also gives the results of a linear fit to the data points in Fig. 11, in the form $H_2O (pr-\mu m) = a + b \times P_{\text{surf}}$ (Pa), both in the case of absolute and normalized water. The $b$ coefficients have comparable magnitudes and opposite signs for the two cases. This points to a situation intermediate between full mixing and confinement of water in a surface layer. This behavior, which holds for the two seasons, is in fact not consistent with a water profile defined by uniform mixing and saturation level independent of the surface pressure: such a situation would lead to a decrease of the mean mixing ratio with decreasing surface pressure, i.e. to a positive correlation between scaled water and surface pressure.

Direct measurements on the vertical distribution of water are limited. In the absence so far of adequate instrumentation on descent probes, alternate means to vertically resolve the water profile include (i) occultation and limb measurements (ii) absorption measurements with multiple paths in a given atmospheric column (iii) spectrally-resolved line spectroscopy. From solar occultation measurements with Phobos 2/Auguste obtained at $L_s = 2^\circ$–$18^\circ$, Rodin et al. (1997) observed an approximately uniform $H_2O$ mixing ratio over 10–25 km, and a sharp decrease above. Davies (1979) used multiple-angle observations of the Viking 1 lander from Viking 1/MAWD to infer a uniform distribution of water below 10 km above the lander site at $L_s = 102^\circ$. From a similar technique but observing the Sun from the Martian surface, Titov et al. (1999) found instead that water is confined in the first 1–3 kilometers at $L_s = 150^\circ$. The variations of the residence altitude and condensation level of water with season were more completely established from disk-averaged mm-wave spectroscopy by Clancy et al. (1996), who found that water is confined to altitudes below 10 km near aphelion ($L_s = 71^\circ$), but invades the entire atmosphere up to 50–70 km near perihelion ($L_s = 251^\circ$). Complementary observations by Encrenaz et al. (1991, 1995), Gurwell et al. (2000) and Biver et al. (2005) support this picture, as well as numerical simulations (Richardson and Wilson, 2002; Montmessin et al., 2004). Titov (2002) reviewed most of
these observations and also concluded to a seasonal variation of the thickness of the well-mixed layer, from only $\sim 5$ km at $L_s = 90^\circ\text{–}150^\circ$ to $\sim 20\text{–}25$ km at $L_s = 330^\circ\text{–}30^\circ$.

Our results on the correlation of water with surface pressure tend to agree with those from TES. Smith (2002) reported that a linear rescaling of the water column to a fixed pressure is a slight overcompensation for topography. He further found that the anticorrelation of scaled water with surface pressure is stronger in the Northern hemisphere than in the Southern, i.e., that on an annually-averaged basis water is more fully mixed in the South than in the North. Smith (2002) interpreted this result in the framework of the above picture of the time-varying hygropause, since water abundances are large in the South near perihelion and large in the North near aphelion.

We have further explored whether this anti-correlation is simulated by the LMD/GCM. Figure 12 shows the GCM-predicted water columns normalized to 610 Pa as a function of pressure for time and location corresponding to each PFS spectrum used in Fig. 11, bottom right panel ($L_s = 90^\circ\text{–}200^\circ$ in the tropics, $30^\circ$ S–$30^\circ$ N). As mentioned above, the modeled water vapor columns are somewhat higher than in the PFS observations (the model was calibrated with TES). Spatial variations are predicted, but there is no correlation with surface pressure. This fundamental difference suggests that a key process controlling the water vapor distribution is missed by the model. In particular, the model takes into account the dynamical and saturation processes that could lead to a dependence of the water mixing ratio or the saturation altitude with the surface properties, but it does not include a subsurface source.

Moreover, the observed anti-correlation between scaled water and surface pressure points to the fact that a small amount of “background” water (typically 3–4 pr$\cdot$μm, as indicated by the $a$ coefficients in Table 1) may be present independently of altitude (except on the top of volcanos), presumably due to regolith-atmosphere exchanges. We also note that as indicated by the $a$, $b$ coefficients in Table 1 (and specifically by the $a/b$ ratios), the relative importance of the well-mixed and regolith-exchange-dominated water components do not
appear to show strong variations between the two seasons we investigated. Böttger et al. (2005) have studied the effect of regolith-atmosphere exchanges on the martian water cycle within the frame of a general circulation model. They found that, at 23° N, 10% of the total column density could exchange between the regolith and the atmosphere during a diurnal cycle. This represents 1-2 pr-μm, smaller, but comparable to the 3–4 pr-μm suggested by our observations.

6 Summary

We have analyzed the Mars Express PFS/LW observations of Mars acquired over 2004–2005 in terms of the seasonal, geographical and vertical distribution of water in the Martian atmosphere. The main results are as follows:

1. The seasonal (L_s, latitude) behavior of water is generally consistent with previous findings from Viking/MAWD and MGS/TES and concomitant observations from Mars Express/SPICAM, but the absolute amounts we infer are lower and higher than the values from TES and SPICAM respectively, by factors of about 1.5. The maximum water columns measured at high Northern latitudes in summer are \( \sim 60 \) pr-μm. Causes for the disagreement with TES have been identified. As our dataset is clearly inferior in completeness to the TES database, we believe modellers should continue to regard the TES database as the reference, but after a downward revision of the abundances is performed.

2. The geographical distribution of water shows two local maxima at low latitudes, corresponding to the regions of Tharsis and Arabia, where water columns scaled to a common pressure are enhanced by a factor of \( \sim 2 \) (with possible seasonal or diurnal variability) with respect to other longitudes. This confirms previous results from TES. LMD/GCM simulations suggest
that this geographical distribution is controlled by atmospheric dynamics.

3. Within factor-of-two error bars, the mean water mixing ratio above large volcanos is found to be the same as in surrounding regions. This contradicts early findings from Phobos 2/ISM.

4. During the retreat of the seasonal polar cap in the northern spring, we observe a bulge in water column centred at the seasonal cap edge. This behavior is consistent with the mechanism proposed for the return of water from the seasonal polar cap to the permanent polar cap.

5. While, as expected, the water columns are positively correlated with surface pressure, the data also indicate that the normalized (i.e. scaled to a fixed pressure) are anti-correlated with pressure, indicating an intermediate situation between the state where water is controlled by atmospheric saturation and the case of confinement in a surface layer, and pointing to a significant role of regolith-atmosphere exchange.
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Table 1: Correlation of water columns with pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Sperman’s correlation ((r_s))</th>
<th>(zd^1)</th>
<th>Linear fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All orbits, abs. water</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 7.2 + 4.4 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_s = 330^\circ-60^\circ), abs. water</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 3.1 + 6.0 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_s = 90^\circ-180^\circ), abs. water</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 4.0 + 12.2 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All orbits, norm. water</td>
<td>-0.433</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 18.9 - 14.0 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_s = 330^\circ-60^\circ), norm. water</td>
<td>-0.382</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 10.4 - 5.5 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_s = 90^\circ-180^\circ), norm. water</td>
<td>-0.298</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>(\text{H}_2\text{O} = 17.4 - 9.6 \times 10^{-3}p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Number of standard deviations at which the sum-squared difference of ranks deviates from its null-hypothesis expected value.
Figure captions

Fig. 1: The sub-instrument local times as a function of $L_s$ for the observations presented in this paper.

Fig. 2. Example of fits of PFS spectra in the region of H$_2$O rotational lines and CO$_2$ $\nu_2$ band. Examples are chosen to illustrate two very different seasonal and surface temperature conditions.

Fig. 3: Effect of the water vertical profile on the retrieved water column density: example of orbit #1023 ($L_s = 111^\circ$).

Fig. 4: Seasonal distribution of water. (a, upper panel) Entire dataset; (b, lower panel) Zoom on $L_s = 90^\circ$–$180^\circ$ range. Note that the color scales are different.

Fig. 5: Comparison of water columns retrieved from PFS/LW and TES for measurements in common epoch. Left panel: original TES retrievals. Right panel: corrected TES retrievals, using the new version of the TES database (M. Smith, priv. comm.), and a further downward 15% correction (see text for details).

Fig. 6: Geographical distribution of water. Water columns are here normalized to a common 610 Pa pressure. Top left: entire dataset. Top right: $L_s = 330^\circ$–$60^\circ$. Bottom left: $L_s = 90^\circ$–$150^\circ$. Bottom right: $L_s = 155^\circ$–$210^\circ$.

Fig. 7 Left: map of water vapor columns (normalized to the 610 Pa level) predicted by the LMD Global Climate Model, averaged over the period $L_s = 180^\circ$–$210^\circ$ and local times between 8 am and 4 pm. Right: the same map with superimposed streamlines illustrating the mean atmospheric transport at 3 km above the surface.
Fig. 8 Left: Longitudinal cross sections of the mixing ratio of water vapor (color-coded, mol/mol, multiply by $10^5$) and water ice (black contours, mol/mol, multiply by $10^5$), averaged over the period $L_s = 180^\circ – 210^\circ$ and local times between 8 am and 4 pm at $0^\circ$ N. Right: Map of water vapor volume mixing ratio predicted by the LMD Global Climate Model at 20 km above Mars zero level, averaged over the period $L_s = 180^\circ – 210^\circ$ and local times between 8 am and 4 pm. Superimposed are streamlines illustrating the mean atmospheric circulation at the same altitude.

Fig. 9: Water columns retrieved above the retreating north polar cap along orbit 685 ($L_s = 68.6^\circ$). Upper panel: absolute water columns; middle panel: water columns normalized to 610 Pa; lower panel: retrieved surface temperature.

Fig. 10. Absolute water columns and water volume mixing ratios below the saturation level (in part per million) in the region of three large volcanos. Olympus Mons (orbit 37), Elyseum Mons (orbit 925) and Ascraeus Mons (orbit 370). The thin lines represent the topography (arbitrary scale).

Fig. 11: Absolute (left panels) and normalized to 610 Pa (right panels) water columns vs. surface pressure. Individual measurements at latitudes between $\pm 30^\circ$ with relative error bars $< 20\%$ are displayed. Top panels: all data. Middle panels: $L_s = 330^\circ – 60^\circ$. Bottom panels: $L_s = 90^\circ – 200^\circ$. Dashed lines indicate best fits in the form $H_2O = a + b \times p_{surf}$ (see text and Table I). The solid line in the left panels show the best fits obtained by assuming proportionality of the water columns to pressure.

Fig. 12 Normalized water columns vs. surface pressure as predicted by the LMD GCM for the period $L_s = 90^\circ – 200^\circ$. The calculations correspond point-by-point to the observed times.
and locations (i.e. to the data points of the lower panel of Fig. 11).
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LMD GCM simulation of PFS data (Ls=90°-200°)
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